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4C04CSC : Visual Programming
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1.

SECTION_A

(6x0.5=3 marks)
One word answer:
is used to sort the data in ascending or descending order.
a)
b) MDI stands for
controls display vertical and horizontal on the form.
d)
is the function used to find the lowest value for certain columns.
e)
is used to provide display-only access to a specified text data field.
f) An SQL virtual table is also called as a

_
c)
_

_.

_.
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SEQTION _ B

Write short noles on any f ive of the tollowing questions

2.

:

(5x2=10 marks)

What is meant by logical errors ?

3. Difference between Text Box and List Box in VB.
4. How can we create a column in VB form ?
5. Explain ADO data control in VB.
6. Explain the function of code modules in VB.
' 7. Define and explain the function of MDl.
8. Explain various Relational Operators used in SQL.
9. Explain the concept of menu editor.
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SECTION_L
Answer any three of the following

10. Compare Run-Time

questions.

(3x3=9 marks)

Errors and Syntax Errors.

11. Brieflyexplain Graphical methods inVB.
12. Difference between

lndex and Triggers in VB.

13.

Explain SQL sub queries.

14.

List the various operators used in SQL.

SECTION_
Answer any two oI the following questioqs

D

-

:

15. Explain and define different types of SQL functions

(2x5=10 marks)
with example.

16. Write a simple Visual Basic program to add two numbers.

17.

Explain the basic controls in VB.

18. Write a program to perform Fibonacci series in VB.

